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NOTES AND STUDIES 

HEBREW CONCEPTIONS OF ATONEMENT, AND 
THEIR INFLUENCE UPON EARLY CHRISTIAN 
DOG:TRINE. 

HowEVER differently men have conceived the nature of sin, they 
have always regarded it as something which separated them from God. 
In every age, therefore, and under every form of religious belief, they 
have felt impelled to seek the means of atonement. To the primitive 
races only one means was known. All over the world, from the dawn 
of history to the present hour, the simpler peoples have sought recon
ciliation through sacrifice. Other means of atonement begin to be 
recognized only when the nation has made a considerable advance in 
ethical thought; and, however earnestly the new means are advocated, 
ages often pass before they can challenge the supremacy of the old. 
While all civilized nations exhibit some phases of the conflict between 
differen~ conceptions of atonement, the people of Israel, the type and 
epitome of religious mankind, are unique in the completeness with 
which they develope the sacrificial and the ethical principles in an age
long rivalry. That is why the Christian Church, the heir of the Jewish, 
has found that her acceptance of an uniz•ersitas hereditatzs brings her 
not only wealth but embarrassment. 

The object of this paper is to shew how some of the problems which 
the Christian Church has not yet solved arise naturally out of that 
inheritance. I propose to sketch the principal Hebrew doctrines of 
Atonement, and then to trace their influence in the various parts of the 
New Testament. 

(i) The Law recognizes two kinds of sacrifice, which may be 
described respectively as sacramental '!-nd piacular. In sacrifices of 
the first class, which includes the Passover, the peace-offering, and the 
covenant sacrifice, only some portions of the victim are· burned, while 
the greater part is eaten by the worshippers. In the second class, 
which includes the sin-offering, the trespass-offering, the burnt-offering, 
and part of the offerings on the day of Atonement, either the whole of 
the victim is burned, or else part is burned and the rest is given to the 
priests. Without entering into disputed questions of origin, we can see 
plainly what is the main distinction between the two classes in historical 
times. In the expiatory sacrifice the whole of the victim is 'given to 
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God '. In the other case the worshippers are conceived (to use 
St Paul's image 1) as sitting at the table of the God, sharing a meal with 
him, and thereby renewing the bond of kinship which unites them to 
him. It is thus a sacrifice of communion, whose effect is conceived 
not as reconciliation but as reunion. This sacrifice was specially appro
priate where a covenant was to be solemnized. For the God who was 
conceived as invisibly present, and sharing in the feast given at his 
table, was at once a witness and a party to the compact. Accordingly 
wherever we read an account of the ceremonies attending a covenant, 
from Jacob and Laban onwards, the sacrificial feast upon the peace
offering forms an essential part.2 

(ii) The other class of offerings, which the Law frequently contrasts 
with the peace-offering, were piacular. Some of these sacrifices were 
made on behalf of the whole nation, others for families or individuals : 
but in all cases their operation was understood to be the same. Yet in 
different ages both the mode and the scope of their operation were 
differently conceived. 

(a) In what cases are piacular sacrifices held to be efficacious? 
Passiqg over the few survivals of prehistoric thought, which regarded 
the wrath of Jehovah as an inexplicable volcanic fury, and blindly strove 
to propitiate it-as at Perez Uzzah-we come to historical times, when 
piacular sacrifices were offered either to atone for offences against God 
or for wrongs done to men. , 

The former clas~ included the worship of foreign gods and the 
deliberate or accidental breach of the ceremonial law. As public 
opinion grew stricter, the worship of foreign gods tended to disappear, 
and men questioned whether presumptuous sins-i.e. deliberate 
violations of the ceremonial law-could be atoned for by sacrifice. 
After the age of Nehemiah, therefore, the offences against God for 
which offerings could be made were only such violations of ceremonial 
law as were unconscious or accidental. 

With regard to wrongs done to men-breaches of the moral law
there were curious changes of opinion. In primitive times no sacrifices 
were offered to atone for murder and theft and adultery, because these 
were regarded as simply offences against man, for which the injured 
person could exact reparation. During the monarchy they were treated 
as offences against God, and sacrifices were offered as atonement. The 
protests of the prophets, who affirmed that God required not sacrifice 
but repentance and amendment, bore little fruit till the exile : but the 
post-exilic law denied sacrificial atonement to the thief and the murderer 
on the ground that moral offences were too serious for such remedies. 
Yet, even when that was established as the official doctrine, many of 

1 I Cor. x 2r. 2 See additional note on p. I 26. 
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the people clung to the belief that some sacrifices-at any rate those 
of the Day of Atonement-could cleanse all their sins. 

(/3) What gives efficacy to piacular sacrifice? What is the mode of 
its operation ? The records of Israel give three answers to this ques
tion, which roughly correspond to three periods in the people's history. 
(r) Sacrifice is a gift, which Jehovah, like human sovereigns, expects 
and receives with pleasure. The crude form of this theory, which 
implied that the gods actually tasted the flesh of the victims, was 
gradually refined. But in no shape could it satisfy a people who had 
once begun to reflect : and after the seventh century it survived only 
as a poetical convention. ( 2) When herds and flocks became the 
property of individuals instead of clans, the Hebrews began to attribute 
the efficacy of sacrifice to the effort or self-denial which it involved. 
That view finds its most vivid expression in Micah's phrase : 'Shall 
I give my first-born for my transgression, the fruit of my body for the 
sin of my soul?' This theory of sacrifice also, though nobler than the 
former, lent itse-lf to grave abuses, against which the prophets protested. 
But it survived the exile : and the sacrifices of the second temple pro
voked renewed protests from the psalmists and the Son of Sirach.1 

(3) Convinced at last that cost was not the measure of value in God's 
sight, men began to look for some element more personal than renun
ciation which might explain the efficacy of their oblations. They found 
such an element in the idea of substitution. 'My life', a man would 
say, 'is forfeit for my sin. What can I do to meet the claim of the 
Law? I will offer another life in place of mine. The blood of an 
innocent creature, perfect in its kind, shall be shed instead of my own, 
and will surely be accepted.' 

(iii) This doctrine of substitution depends ultimately upon the belief, 
which was common to a large part of humanity, that pain and death 
are in some mysterious way demanded by a rule of justice, by which 
God himself is bound. This belief und~rlies a number of passages in 
the Old Testament where suffering is described as a set-off to sin; and 
the suffering of the innocent may be substituted for that of the guilty. 
A few typical quotations will make this clear. 

1 Then flew one of the seraphim unto me, having a live coal in his 
hand, and he touched my mouth with it, and said, Lo ! this bath 
touched thy lips, and thine iniquity is taken away, and thy sin purged.' 
Isaiah vi 7· 

'Speak ye comfortably to Jerusalem, and cry unto her that her war
fare is accomplished, that her iniquity is pardoned ; that she bath 
received of the Lord's hand double for all her sins.' Isaiah xl 2. 

1 He that hath died is justified from sin.' Rom. vi 7. 

1 Ecclus. vii f· 
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The casual way in which St Paul introduces this remark shews that 
he is appealing to a principle which his readers would not question. 

These three sentences are examples of suffering endured by the sinner. 
I will now give three instances in which the suffering is vicarious. 

After numbering the people, David's heart smote him, and he prayed, 
'Put away, I beseech thee, the iniquity of thy servant.' The answer 
to the prayer was a pestilence which destroyed thousands of David's 
people. 2 Sam. xxiv I0-17. 

In the song of Moses we find these words : -
' He will avenge the blood of his servants, 
And will render vengeance to his adversaries, 
And will make expiation for his land and for his people.' Deut. xxxii 43· 
The martyr Eleazer, according to the fourth book of the Maccabees, 
prayed thus amid his tortures : ' Be merciful unto thy people, and let 
our punishment be a satisfaction on their behalf. Make my blood their 
purification, and take my soul to ransom their souls.' 4 Mace. vi 28. 

Commenting on the words of Ecclesiasticus xviii 20, ''In the hour of 
visitation thou shalt find forgiveness', Canon Charles writes thus: 
'According to Jewish teaching, suffering and sickness, as well as death it
self, are in themselves means of atonement, and therefore of reconciliation 
with God'. That is plainly true of the whole period from the exile to 
the Christian era. How far the same view prevailed in earlier ages we 
can only guess : but certainly a belief in the atoning power of pain or 
death is one of the elements of pre-exilic religion. The passages 
quoted above, half of them pre-exilic and half post-exilic, have one 
thing in common. In each case God is the actual or virtual agent. He 
inflicts punishment; and when the punishment is sufficient to balance 
the offence, atonement is complete, without repentance being required 
of the sinner. Most remarkable is the quotation from Isaiah xl 2 ; for 
it is a summary of Deutero-Isaiah's whole message. In the whole of 
his prophecy (apart from the four sections on the Servant of Jehovah) 
there is no demand for repentance, but Israel is treated as being fully 
cleansed by suffering.1 

(iv) In broad contrast with these two conceptions of atonement, as 
effected by sacrifice or by suffering, stands the teaching of the great 
prophets of the monarchy, and of their followers among the post-exilic 
prophets and psalmists. Their demand was consistently made for peni
tence, that is, for repentance and reform. Under the monarchy it is to 
sacrifice that they oppose penitence. Micah spoke for all when he 
said to one who proposed to offer the most costly of all sacrifices, 
' What doth the Lord require of thee, but to do justly, and to love mercy, 

1 I resist the temptation to discuss fasting and other self-inflicted pain, regarded 
as a means of Atonement, for it would lead me too far. 
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and to walk humbly with thy God ? ' After the exile it was not so 
much sacrifice as mortification with which the prophets contrasted 
penitence. A notable example is the 58th chapter of Isaiah, of which 
only a few words need be quoted : ' Is not this the fast that I hav~ 
chosen ?-to loose the bonds of wickedness, to undo the bands of the 
yoke, and to let the oppressed go free ? ' 

How far did the preachers of repentance affect the faith and the life 
of the multitude? It is hard to estimate, for the evidence is incom
plete: but a partial answer may be attempted. 

Sacrifice was less important after the exile than before. It was not 
the protests of the prophets so much as the change of habits and the 
break in tradition, which the exile caused, that displaced sacrifice. Still 
it was in a measure displaced. When we read in the 51st psalm' The sacri
fices of God are a broken spirit', we are tempted to say it has dissolved 
into a metaphor. But we are corrected by an editor o{ the psalm, who has 
added two verses at the end, 'Build thou the walls of Jerusalem. Then 
shalt thou be pleased with the burnt-offerings and oblations.' And we 
remember that long after the Return the Day of Atonement was insti
tuted. Probably it is true that while the higher minds, such as the Son 
of Sirach 1 and some of the psalmists, could say from their hearts
' Burnt-offering and sin-offering' hast thou not required', yet in the 
lower levels of religious thought the old ideas of expiation remained 
current.2 

Still less did the. doctrine of penitence do away with the practice of 
mortification. Penitence did, indeed, gain a formal victory, but the 
fruits of victory were filched from her with a distinguo. What is repent-. 
ance? How may it be discerned? ' Rend your hearts and not your 
garments', cries Joel. 'Create in me a clean heart' prays the·psalmist. · 
' Return unto the Lord and forsake sins ' advises the Son of Sirach. 
Excellent. But only God can· read the heart, and the priest, before 
pronouncing absolution, demands some evidence which he can read. 
For his satisfaction we see growing up a system very like that of the: 
mediaeval church, requiring confession, restitution, and the wearing of 
sackcloth. As time goes on the emphasis on such externals increases. 
Thus in the latter part of the second century before Christ a historian 
could write that 'the women, girt with sackcloth under their breasts, 
thronged the streets. Then it would have pitied a man to see the 

· multitude prostrating themselves, all mingled together '.3 

So the demand for proofs of right feeling restored the trust in 
externals which the prophets had denounced. Penitence as generally 

1 Ecclus •. xxxv 1 ; Psalm xl 6. 
2 Ben Sira retained sacrifice without being able to give any rea<l?n except thal 

it is commanded (Ecclus. xxxv 7). s 2 Mace. iii 19. 
VOL. XX. I . 
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understood by the Judaism of the Christian era was not the deep 
sorrow and altered life of the 51st psalm, but compliance with the 
Levitical ordinances which, like the Catholic Church of the sixth 
century, degraded penitence into penance. 

(v) A fourth conception of atonement is presented in four short 
passages of Deutero-Isaiah.1 Whether that great poet was the author 
of the so-called ' Servant' prophecies, or some later poet who inherited 
his spirit: whether the 'Serv~nt' is the people of Israel (as I believe) 
or an individual martyr ; the main conception is the same. The 
sufferings and death of the 'Servant' are unquestionably represented as 
making atonement for the sins of those who slew him, and slew him not 
as a sacrifice but as a malefactor. They themselves looking back upon 
their own deed, repentant yet rejoicing, state it clearly :-

'All we like sheep had gone astray, 
We had turned every one to his own way; 

While J ehovah laid upon him 
The iniquity of us all.' 

The moving beauty and the apparent simplicity of this most vivid of 
dramatic lyrics are aP.t to conceal from the reader the truth that the 
underlying conception is by no means simple. In the first place, though 
the poet evidently thinks of the Servant's death in terms of sacrifice, 
that death really lacks the primary conditions of sacrifice: for there is 
no one who offers the victim, and according to Hebrew conceptions the 
benefit of a sacrifice accrues only to the person who offers it, or to some 
one in whose interest it is consciously offered. The poet's inter
pretation of the Servant's death really rests upon the undeveloped 
notion described above, that pain as such can balance sin, and the pain 
need not be borne by the sinner. 'Jehovah hath laid on him the 
iniquity of us all' recalls the verse of Deuteronomy, already quoted, 
which tells how J ebovah himself makes atonement for a guilty land by 
slaying the offenders whose sin polluted it. 

But the Servant's death is only a part of the atonement. The 
emphasis lies rather upon the pain and indignity which make his life 
a long martyrdom. Here again there is a 'mixed mode of thought'. 
For whereas Deutero-Isaiah consistently teaches that punishment wipes 
out the sin of him that endures it, in this case the punishment is not 
only vicarious, but is inflicted by the hands of the very sinners of whose 
forgiveness it is the price. 

The poet, whatever his date, is in a very different stage of thought 
from the authors of Samuel and Deuteronomy. He seems to stand at 
a point of vision where sacrifice, suffering, and. martyrdom melt into 

1 Isa. xlii 1-4, xlix I-,6, !4-9, lii 13-liii I~. 
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one another in the dawn of a new conception. Like other new thoughts 
of the first order, it was but dimly defined at first. Perhaps it may be 
interpreted thus : All redemptive service done for mankind has its root 
in sympathy : and sympathy in the full sense means not only feeling for 
another, but feeling with him-sharing his pain, his weakness, his 
sorrow, even his degradation. Look where we may, we find the same 
law, that he who would uplift a fellow man must stoop to his level; he 
who would .relieve suffering must in a very real sense share it. What is the 
reason of that law? we long to ask. There is no answer, except that the 
law is part of that mystery of pain which baffles our intelligence. 

The dramatic form in which the poet presented his message has 
caused many misunderstandings. But it has preserved and enshrined 
the key which he found to the mystery of Israel's long martyrdom, to 
aid a grateful Church in unlocking a greater mystery still. 

(vi) Turning over the pages of the New Testament we can hardly 
fail to recognize that the ' Servant' prophecies had a predominant 
influence in shaping early Christian conceptions of Atonement. From 
St Matthew to Ephesians there is not a single book which does not 
contain both quotations from them and allusions to them : and the 
writers of r Peter and Hebrews make a large use of them. And yet the 
careful reader is left in doubt as to some important questions. How 
far, in the minds of the early disciples, was the idea of sacrifice asso
ciated with that of martyrdom? When a New Testament writer quotes 
a phrase from these prophecies, ought we to assume that he implies 
a definite theory as to the whole complex of conceptions which (as we 
have seen) the prophecies combine? And if that be the case, how can 
we explain the fact that no single writer quotes Isa. liii ro, r r as 
a prophecy of the resurrection ? 

Materials for answers to these questions rnay be most conveniently 
found by examining the references in something like chronological order. 
Let us consider first the sayings attributed to our Lord Himself, next the 
speeches in the Acts, then St Paul's teaching, and that of other epistles, 
and last the statements which the evangelists make in their own 
persons. 

If Jesus applied to Himself the words 'He was nu~bered with the 
transgressors'/ must we understand that He claimed to fulfil the whole 
chapter from which the words are taken ? In another case it was not 
so : for when He read Isa. !xi in the synagogue, He pointedly omitted 
the words 'and the day of vengeance of our God '.2 A similar question 
arises about the dramatic scene of Peter's confession at Caesare:1 

1 Luke xxii 37· 2 Ibid. iv 16-2 r. 

I 2 
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Philippi.l Though the words of the Synoptic narrative shew no trace 
of Isaiah's language, the underlying thought is certainly an identification 
of the Son of Man with the Servant of Jehovah. But how far was the 
identification carried ? If we may judge by the context, it was not 
carried beyond the life of suffering and the death of shame : for no 
reference is made to 'The Lord hath laid on him the iniquity of us all', 
and such reference seems to be excluded by the emphasis with which 
Jesus insists that His disciples must be ready to follow in their Master's 
steps. 

Had our Lord, on that solemn occasion, actually spoken of His 
approaching death as piacular, how could it be that neither the epistle 
of St J ames nor the early speeches recorded in the Acts shew any trace 
of a conception so cardinal? The explanation which has been offered
that the apostles were silent on this topic for fear of offending the 
J ews--is oddly applied to St Peter, who said t1v3pa .i1J"o3£3nyp.lvov .i7J"o 
8wv 0 0 0 Sta xnpo<; aVOJLWV 11"p0!T1l"~~avr£<; av£{A£'T£; and still more oddly 
to St Stephen, who said o~ vvv ilp.lt<> 11"po3~Tat Kat cpov£t'> f.y£v£U"(h. 
St Luke, of course, does not give us verbatim reports. But, in 
summarizing speeches of such importance, the disciple of St i>aul 
would be the last person to omit a piacular explanation of the Lord's 
death if it had been offered. 

The evidence, then, seems to indicate that the Synoptic report of 
our Lord's words at Caesarea is accurate in its negative as well as its 
positive features; and that when He applied phrases of Isaiah tu Him
self, He did not mean to apply their whole context also. 

At any rate it is in St Paul's epistles that we find the first attempt 
to refer such words as 'it was the sins of the world that He bore' to 
the crucifixion. Of the familiar passages which illustrate this view, it 
will be enough to quote three, which are typical : 

1 

'TOV ~~-~ yvovTa UJLap-r{av V11"~p ~JLWV ap.ap-r{av E1l"O{TJ!T€V. z Cor 0 V z I. 
()., 7rap£3o8TJ Sta Ta 7rapa7l"TwJLaTa ~JLwv. Rom. iv zs. 
Sia rii<> v7raKo1/<> Tov £vo<> 3{Katot KaTa!TTa8~U"ovrat oi 11"oA.A.o[. Rom. v 19. 
In these sentences, and many such, we hear the echoes of ' the Lord 

bath laid upon him the iniquity of us all'. Echoes repeat the sound, 
1 Mark viii 27-ix r. Some readers, indeed. find the equivalent of this in the 

later passage (Mark x 45) where, after promising that the sons of Zebedee should 
drink of His cup, Jesus says «al -yap lJ vl3s -rov O.v9p&nrov ov« ~M•v ~<a«ov'19fiva•, aA.A.a 
lllaKovijO'al, KW llovval Ti)v rf;vxTjv avrov A.vrpov O.v-rl1IOAAWV. But (I) the last clause is 
inapplicable to the sons of Zebedee, and reads like an interpolation. ( 2) It is 
doubtful whether the Greek words used can properly bear the sense in which they 
seem to be here employed. For llovva• -rTjv rf;vx~v in the one place where it occurs 
in the LXX I_lleans 'devote living energies' (I Mace. ii so). [But in John XV 13 

9<1va• rTjv lfvxf7v is so used.) And A.v-rp6v in Num. iii 41 (where!lloneit is applied to 
a living person) describes the living service of the Levites, not their death, in place 
of the firstborn of Israel. 
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but with a difference : and so it is here. The musings of a poet upon 
the mystery of his nation's martyrdom have been translated into a 
lit~ral record of a transaction ; even as the ballad of Bethhoron was 
translated into prose by a scribe who made the sun actually stand still. 
It is a process to which the Hebrew mind was prone; and Paul, with 
all his genius and inspiration, continued to think like a Jew. 

So did the authors of Hebrews and the first epistle of St Peter,· who 
shew clear traces of Pauline influence. The former writes o XptuTo~ 
3:rra~ 1Tpou£v£x8d~ £1~ 7'0 1TOAAwv av£V£'}'K£'V ap.apT[a~ 1 

: the latter, s .. TOS 
ap.apT[as ~p.wv atJToo; dv~V£YK£V £v T<{> uwp.an atJTov brt TO ~vAov.2 

Shocked by such crude substitutionism, many writers have tried to 
explain this language away; and to prove that St Paul did not mean 
what he said, by shewing that he held a spiritual conception of atone
ment with which these passages are inconsistent. All that they succeed 
in proving is that St Paul, like all great prophets, stood with one foot 
in the past and one in the future. Even more than Isaiah, St ~aul was 
able to fuse inconsistent beliefs in the white flame of his spirit, not 
observing that they could not really be welded together. That is the 
hall-mark of his genius, not a proof that he did not hold the lower view 
as well as the higher. 

What, then, is the significance of such sentences as those which have 
been quoted above? Surely they represent the first stage of an inevit
able process of interpretation. Thoughtful men, when confronted with 
a great new fact, feel bound to bring it into relation with their own 
philosophy. The crucifixion, with its manifest consequences, was· an 
overwhelming fact : the instinct of the scholarly Jew compelled him to 
fit it with a frame of Jewish thought: and one such frame (but not the 
only one) was provided by the individual interpretation of the 'Servant ' 
prophecies. As we shall see presently, there was another which the 
apostle generally preferred. 

The writers of the Synoptic Gospels, when they are not quoting our , 
Lord's words but expressing their own thoughts, shew the influence o( 

the 'Servant' passages very plainly. Not only does St Matthew twice 
directly quote them as prophecies of Christ : what is more significa.nt 
is that the whole narrative of the Passion in all three Gospels is studded 
with reminiscences of the Servant, key-words being so introduced as to 
suggest inferences of fulfilment. But these suggestions are limited 
to the pathetic aspect of the 'Servant' prophecies, and always stop 
short of the piacular. 

The Fourth Gospel draws inspiration from the same source, but the 
form of expression is characteristically different. After quoting the 
words ' Lord, who bath believed our report? ' the author adds ''these 

t Heb, ix 28. 2 1 Pet. ii 24. 
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things said Isaiah, because he saw his glory'; and so he gives us the 
key to his interpretation. Turning to the LXX of Isa. lii 13, we read 
i&v, ITVVJ/ITn o ?Tal:~ P-ou, Kat ~.,w8..JaeT«L Kat So~ua8..JaeTuL. That verse 
has supplied two leitmotivs which run through the Gospe1 1-vt/JoviT8at, 
applied to describe both the crucifixion and the ascension, is the note 
of the earlier chapters, So~~EIT8at in the later chapters is the phrase 
for the Passion as a whole. In the twelfth chapter the two words meet, 
vtf!oviT&at occurring twice and So~a~£(]'8at four times. 

In such a picture of the Passion, painted in colours of exaltation and 
glory, there is no place for the piacular. The words of John the Baptist 
'Behold the lamb of God, which taketh away the sins of the world' 2 

are not, as some have thought, an exception : for 'the lamb' is not the 
lamb of Isaiah, but of the Passover; and the Passover is essentially 
sacramental, not expiatory. Yet the phrase does form a link between 
the two conceptions of the Passion, as martyrdom and as sacrifice, and 
shews how easily men's thoughts overleap the boundary between the 
two. That makes it the more remarkable that the earliest disciples, as 
our quotations shew, never made any such confusion. So the answer 
to our first question is in the negative. As to the second question, 
it appears from the quotations that in general the New Testament writers 
and speakers quoted parts of a prophecy without intending to imply the 
fulfilment of the whole. And that explains, in answer to the third 
question, how, among the many applications of the 'Servant' prophecies, 
there is none which draws any inference about the resurrection. 

(vii) Seeing how large a place sacrifice held in the religious thought 
of the ancients, and especially of the Jews, it was inevitable that 
imagery drawn from sacrifice should be employed to describe the 
Lord's Passion. It is therefore instructive, and a little surprising, to 
observe how rarely such images are actually used, ·and with what 
limitations. The prominence which Church tradition gives to certain 
striking phrases disturbs our sense of proportion. When we correct 
it by counting, we find that the definite images drawn from sacrifice are 
in the Gospels only three or four, in St Paul's writings· about a dozen, 
in the epistle of St Peter one, in the first epistle of St John four or five, 
and in the Apocalypse a single phrase several times repeated. Only 
in the epistle to the Hebrews does the conception of sacrifice occupy 
a considerable space. • 

Modern readers, unfamiliar with the Law, are apt to give too wide 
a meaning to sacrificial language, ignoring the limitations and distinc
tions which were present to the mind of every educated Jew. As has 

1 Westcott pointed them out in his edition of St John, but apparently did not 
recognize the source from which they were drawn. 

2 John i 29. 
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been indicated in § r, orthodox Judaism did not regard sacrifice as 
atoning for sins in our sense of the word, but only for ceremonial or 
unconscious offences : nor did it confuse, as we often do, the sacra
mental with the piacular offerings. Both these facts are of vital 
importance for the interpretation of our Lord's words at the last 
Supper. For when He gave bread and wine to His disciples as repre
senting His own body and blood, saying TOWO lun T6 arJLa JLOV '"1> 
8tae~K1J>, He was in effect defining the way in which His death was to 
be regarded. Now according to Hebrew tradition a covenant was 
sealed, not by a burn't offering, but by a peace offering, which was 
sacramental. If, then, our Lord's words are correctly reported by 
St Paul and St Mark-the two earliest authorities-they establish two 
points. (r) That Jesus did not regard His death as piacular-a sacri
fice for sin. For He and His disciples knew that, according to the 
Levitical law, even piacular sacrifices could not atone for moral offences.1 

( 2) That He intended His disciples to celebrate His death as the seal 
set upon the new covenant, the new relationship between God and 
man, of which His whole life was the manifestation. What could be 

'more natural, more satisfying than for Him, who had lived to reconcile 
men to God, to account His death the sacrifice which was needed to 
give that new covenant validity in the eyes of men? Who can deny, 
whatever be his creed, that it was the death of Christ which won men 
to obey the teaching of His life? From the time when St Paul resolved 
to preach 'nothing but Christ crucified' down to our own day, when 
missionaries carry the same message into darkest Africa, it has been the 
Cross which has commended the Gospel of hope and freedom. 

As in the case of the scene at Caesarea, the Synoptic report of the 
Last Supper is confirmed by the silence of the Acts : for the speeches 
of St Peter and St Stephen give no hint that the crucifixion is to be 
regarded as a sacrifice for sin. Indeed that view is virtually excluded 
by the words of Acts iii 26, v 31. So far as the records go, St Paul 
was the first who presented this view in his teaching. It is not always 
certain whether he is thinking of martyrdom or sacrifice. The instances 
in which he certainly means sacrifice, as distinct from martyrdom, are 
few ; but they are decisive. The following examples will probably suffice : 

1\v 1rpo£{)£TO o ®£6> tAa<TT~ptov 8ul. 7r{unwr;; lv T<() a~Tov aZJLaTt. Rom. 
iii 2 5· 

OtKf!-tw()£vT£> vvv iv T<() aZJLaTt a~Tov uw{)1J<TOJLE{)a. Rom. v 9• 

1 St Matthew's Gospel, in the parallel passage, adds an important phrase, El< 
ii.<p•liw ap.apnwv. Many scholars, on critical grounds, regard it as an unwarranted 
addition to the text. But I have not seen the reason given which appears t<t me 
decisive. No orthodox Jew could either regard a peace offering as piacular, or hold 
that a piacular sacrifice could cleanse from sin, other than ceremonial offences. 
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o ®eo., Tov ~avTov viov 7rEp.I/Ja'> ••• 7rEpt clp.apr{a<; ... i'va To OtKa{wp.a Tov 

v6p.ov 7rA1Jpw6fi lv ~p.tv. Rom. viii 3, 4· 
1raplowKev £avTov 7rpocrcfwpav Kat 6vu{av .T<{) Be<(). Eph. v 2. 

Besides these there are three passages in which aTp.a is used in a 
definitely sacrificial sense: Eph. i 7, ii. 13; Col. i 20. 

Yet St Paul's language in such passages is neither exact nor explicit. 
Though his general meaning is plainly to describe the death of Christ as 
a piacular sacrifice, he speaks only of 6vu{a and aTp.a, which are common 
to all sacrifices, while the characteristic feature of such offerings-the 
burning of the flesh-is not once mentioned. The author of the 
epistle to the Hebrews, we may fairly conjecture, feeling how serious 
was this omission, endeavoured to supply it (Heb. xiii 12). His un
successful attempt did but emphasize the difficulty: but at the same 
time it gives us a clue to St Paul's own thought. For ·when he 
assumes 1 that the sacrifice of the Day of Atonement only is in 
question, he confirms the impression given by the use of the word 
iA.acrT~pwv in Rom. iii 2 5, that St Paul had already chosen that sacrifice, 
rather than any other, as the type of Christ's atoning death. Two 
reasons might naturally determine the choice. Though the bodies of 
the victims were in fact burned, 2 the striking feature of the day's 
ceremony was the sprinkling of their blood upon the Mercy Seat. 
And in the popular mind, in spite of official pronouncements, that 
sacrifice was regarded as atoning for all sins. Here, we may well 
suppose, the apostle found the one sacrifice which in essence corre
sponded with the vicarious death of the Servant of J ehovah ; it was 
recognized by all Jews as the great sacrifice of the year: and therefme 
he felt that it offered a firm basis for his argument. No doubt he was 
thus departing from orthodox Jewish teaching. But . this inter
pretation of the Lord's death was undoubtedly a response to the 
demand of many converts, both Jew and Gentile, whose conver
sion did not change the feeling about atonement which was ingrained 
in them ·by millenniums of tradition. To such men the reproach, 
which was so often urged against Christians, that they had neither 
priesthood nor sacrifice, appeared to be a fatal charge, which must be 
disproved. The epistle to the Hebrews is at once a symptom and 
a confirmation of this feeling. The author has been made aware of 
two objections which were ·naturally brought against St Paul's sacrificial 
theory of the Atonement, and he endeavours to meet them by a r~state
ment. 

Men had asked (so we· infer) ' If Jesus was the victim in a sacrifice, 
who offered that sacrifice? ' As we have seen, Isaiah liii supplied no 

1 Heb . .ix 7, xiii II-13. I Lev. xvi 27; Heb. xiii 12. 
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answer. St Paul had suggested two answers, (r) that God himself (as 
in Deut. xxxii 43) made the offering-tv 7rpo£fkro o ®£o~ ... i:Aacrr~pwv 1 

-and (z) that Christ offered Himself as a willing victim-Trap£8wK£v 
cavTov.2 But it was easily shewn that neither of these suggestions 
satisfied the requirements of tradition, which have been described in 
§ v : so the question was repeated. The new answer which is given 
in the epistle to the Hebrews is formally adequate-' Christ is our High 
Priest. As such He has authority to offer sacrifices on behalf of us all. 
The victim which He offers is Himself.' But this answer, as was found 
later, rather shifted the difficulty than removed it. 

The other objection went deeper. Seeing that sacrifice, according to 
the Law, can expiate only ceremonial offences, how can you claim that 
the death of Christ atones for sins? Logically, no appeal could be 
made to Isaiah liii, for the expiation there contemplated is wrought not 
by a victim's blood but by a martyr's sufferings. The ~bjection was 
rather ignored than answered by St Paul's appeal to the Day of Atone
ment, which has been described. His more logical disciple recognizes 
the difficulty and offers a solution. £i yap To aip.a Tpcf..ywv Ka~ Tdvpwv •.• 
ayt&.(n 7rpo~·TIJV rl]~ uapKo~ Ka8apOTrJTa, 7rOUW p.aAAov TO aip.a TOV XptUTOU 
.•• Ka8apt£t Thv uvv£{8YJmv ·~p.wv; 3 To a ~odern mind such analogical 
reasoning is not quite convincing. But it is exactly parallel to the 
action of John the Baptist in transforming baptism. The Jews had 
applied it to wash off the ceremonial uncleanness of the flesh from 
heathen converts: he applied to the Jews themselves, in order to wash 
off moral pollution. 

Parallel to the line of interpretation which connected the sacrifice of 
the Cross with that of the Day of Atonement there was another which 
identified it with the sacrifice of the Paschal lamb. Until the dates of 
the Apocalypse arid of r Peter are fixed, it is unsafe to claim priority 
for either : nor need we suppose that the teaching of one is derived from 
the other. The Apocalypse makes no statement of doctrine: but the 
prominent use of such phrases as 'the Lamb that was slain', in whose 
blood 'the saints washed their robes', without any explanation, implies 
that the writer'S circle, at least, was familiar with a theory which 
identified the crucified Christ with the Paschal lamb.• In the first 
epistle of St Peter there is a definite statement of doctrine : £AvTpw8YJn 
••• Ttp.{'f! aZp.aTL .:,~ &p.vov &p.wp.ov, which implies the same identification. 5 

1 Ram. iii 25. 2 Eph. v 2 • 

. 
3 Heb. ix 13, '4· • 1 Pet. i 18. 
5 In this reference to the Passover there is some confusion. As it was 

a family sacrifice of communion, a share would naturally be claimed by ti'te house
hold gods : so that the blood would be sprinkled on the teraphim, whose place 
WS~ over the door of the house or tent. Naturally th~· custom survived the 
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But the full developement of the thought is found in the (ourth Gospel, 
which puts into the mouth of John the Baptist the exclamation ' Behold 
the Lamb of God, which taketh away the sin of the world', iS£, o a11-vos 
rov ®f:ov, o a'tpwv rl]v afJ-Upr{av rov K6CTfJ-ov.1 The Dean of St Paul's has 
told us that 'a careful reader cannot fail to see how the type of the 
paschal lamb, mentioned at the beginning of the Gospel, underlies the 
whole narrative of the Passion'. If that be so, it helps to explain 
the date assigned in that Gospel to the Last Supper, which makes the 
time of the crucifixion coincide with the usval hour for sacrificing 
the paschal lamb. And yet, though this be true, the sacrificial sugges
tion is not a primary but a secondary element in the fourth Gospel. 
By general consent, the effect of the book as a whole is to present 
salvation as mediated not by sacrifice but by illumination. In other 
words, this far-off disciple of St Paul followed his myriad-minded master 
in two ways, one formal, the other essential. The sacrificial symbolism 
is accepted as an inheritance from Paul the Jew. It stands like the 
carved stones from an earlier shrine which we often find built into 
a church.. But the whole plan of his wonderful new building is 
inspired by Paul the mystic, for whom salvation was a daily experience 
of union with the indwelling Christ-the wellspring of life and light 
and love. 

While the most creative minds were thus following one or other line 
of sacrificial interpretation, many-perhaps the majority-held back. 
The Synoptic Gospels, earlier than-St John but later than the epistles, 
were based upon a tradition which was prior to St Paul's teaching. 
The authority which they thus possessed combined with their popular 
style to give them an unrivalled hold upon the minds of men. 

Now, apart from the records of the Last Supper, there is no phrase 
in the Synoptic Gospels which can fairly be said even to imply a sacri
ficial interpretation of the Lord's death. Even Dr Dale has been 
unable to find one ! That is to say that, when the Synoptic writers 
speak in their own persons, they uniformly regard the Passion not as 
sacrifice but as martyrdom. Here we have the explanation of a fact 
which is noticed by all historians of dogma. When the early Greek 
Fathers mention the crucifixion in terms of sacrifice, they do so 
allusively and without any attempt to formulate a doctrine. The 
reason surely is that they were constant students of the Gospels, where 
they found no sacrifice except that which was the seal of a covenant. 
obsole$Cence of the teraphim ; and then a new explanation grew up to the effect 
that the blood was to· keep off the angel of death (Exod. xii 23). The latter view, 
though it did not make the Passover an expiatory sacrifice in the proper sense, 
gave sotn~ ground for regarding the blood as a ransam. I believe it is Robertson 
Smith to whom this explanation is due ; but I cannot b~ sure. 

i John i 29. 
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(viii) Micah's epitome of the prophetic teaching, 'Do justice, and 
love mercy, and walk humbly with thy God', combines two elements 
which, though almost inseparable, require to be distinguished. One 
is repentance in the full sense, which means not only sorrow for sin but 
active reformation. The other is that 'fear of God' or 'knowledge of 
God', which is the Old Testament equivalent for faith. The famous 
catalogue in the eleventh chapter of Hebrews makes that equivalence 
plain: but we scarcely need its help, for atonement through repentance 
and faith is written large over the pages of historian and prophet and 
psalmist. That is the means of atonement which (§ iv) the prophets 
consistently put forward in opposition to pre-exilic sacrifice and post
exilic legalism. Tqere is no difficulty in tracing the influence of the 
prophetic teaching in the New Testament. Our problem is rather to 
define the form which it .took, and to enquire how far it harmonizes or 
conflicts with the other Hebrew influences in the sphere of soteriology. 

The call to-repentance meets us on the threshold of the Gospel story. 
The avowed successor of the old prophets, John the Baptist meets 
every man who comes enquiring ' How shall I escape the wrath to 
come?' with an answer which recalls the first chapter of Isaiah 1 

: 

'Repent, be baptized, and forsake your besetting sin.' When John 
was imprisoned, Jesus took his place, and preached 'Repent, for the 
kingdom of God is at hand '-a call no less to faith than to repentance. 
And as we follow St Luke's narrative, this offer of atonement in the 
prophetic sense is repeated again and again. 

To the harlot who washed His feet with tears of repentance Jesus said 
'Thy faith hath saved thee: thy sins are forgiven.' Luke vii 36-5o. 

The story of the Prodigal Son is a strain of divine music with but 
a single theme: 'Repentance and faith make atonement.' Luke xv 1 r-32. 

When Zacchaeus the publican, transformed by the sight of the 
l\Iaster, vowed to give half his goods to the poor, and to restore his 
unlawful exactions fourfold, the answer came at once: 'To-day is salva
tion come to this house, f~rasmuch as he also is a son of Abraham '. 
Luke xix r-ro. 

Almost the last verse of this Gospel ascribes to the risen Lord 
a command that the disciples should preach 'repentance and remission 
of sins'. Luke xxiv 47· Whether the account of that last scene be 
history or poetry, it accurately represents the spirit which pervades the 
apostles' preaching in the early days. For instance, we read : 

'Repent and turn again, that your sins may be blotted out' (St Peter). 
Acts iii rg. 

'A saviour .. , for to give repentance to Israel, and remission of sins ' 
(St Peter). Acts v 31. 

1 Isa: i 16, I{'. 
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' In every nation he that feareth him, and worketh righteousness, is 
acceptable unto him' (St Peter). Acts x 35· 

'To the Gentiles also bath God granted repentance unto life ' 
(St Peter). Acts xi 18. 

When St Paul, speaking to Agrippa, sums up his own preaching in 
a sentence, he uses these words : 

' I declared ... to the Gentiles that they should repent and turn to 
God, doing works worthy of repentance.' Acts xxvi 20. 

The last quotation is all the more notable because in St Paul's 
writings the words JLeravma and fL£Tavo£'i:v occur only four times. No 
doubt when addressing his converts he was able to assume repentance 
as involved in faith. But for Agrippa the conception of faith required 
translation: so the Hebrew equivalent is given-repentance and the 
fear of God. 

It is not, of course, suggested that St Paul's conceptiop. of faith did 
· not go beyond that of the Old Testament. No one can read his 

epistles without seeing that it so far excels it as to be almost a new 
thing. In St Paul's mind the Hebrew elements of repentance, obedience, 
trust, and reverence are fused into unity by a mystical enthusiasm. 
But they are still present : they are the elements out of which faith is 
forged. . 

(ix) The Hebrew prophets, as we have seen, opposed what we may 
call faith to sacrifice, and again to obedience or mortification, as 
a means of atonement. We have to enquire whether a similar opposi
tion is to be found in the New Testament, or whether the Christian 
Church, which inherited all the Hebrew principles of atonement, 
effected a reconciliation between them. 

(a) As to the opposition between faith aml obedience, we have the 
testimony of St Paul and St J ames that it disturbed the peace of the 
early Christians. The conflict was, indeed, somewhat confused by 
the ambiguity of one of the terms. Tr{CTn>, may mean either a loving 
surrender of self to God or an intellectual assent to a historical state
ment. So the two apostles could use the same terms while they argued 
victoriously on opposite sides. When St Paul said 7r{CTn> is better than 
<pya he meant 'Trust in God is better than good deeds'. When 
St J ames said tpya are better than Tr{CTn> he meant ' Good deeds are 
better than assent to a historical statement. But, as is usual when 
ambiguous terms are current, there was real confusion in the minds of 
these writers. St J ames, when he is riot polemical, uses Tr{CTn> in the 
higher sense : and St Paul sometimes approaches the point of view at 
which faith is narrowed into 'the faith '.1 Their opposition, therefore, 
is partly formal. But, broadly speaking, it is true that in the New 

l 1 Cc;,r. xvi 13; Col. i 2?. 
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Testament faith and works (the later Jewish equivalent of obedience) 
are opposed to one another.. St Paul is the champion of the prophetic 
doctrine, while the Judaizing Christians approach the position of the 
priests and the scribes. 

(/3) We do not find a like antagonism between faith and sacrifice. 
The phrase i>..a(J"rr]pwv Ota ?T{(J"T(ws/ inconceivable to a Jew, stands as 
evidence that somehow a reconciliation has been effected between the 
two former opponents. How was this accomplished? · Important as 
that question appears, it has rarely been asked, and has never (so far 
as I know) been answered. The following suggestion is made as 
a small contribution towards an answer, not as either complete or 
satisfactory. The intellectual sense of ?T{(J"ns never quite disappears : 
and in the verb ?Tt(J"Tevw that sense is generally present. In the fourth 
Gospel the meaning 'belief' is probably predominant : and, as noticed 
above, St Paul and St J ames use the words in both senses. This 
double use (which like most ambiguities was largely unconscious) 
probably helped to make a link between faith and sacrifice. A Jew, 
speaking of the Day of Atonement, might say 'I believe (?Tt(J"T(vw) that 
the blood of the victims atones, provided that I repent and fear God ' 
( i. e. have faith in God, which is m(J"nvw in the other sense). There the 
personal attitude of faith and the external transaction are parallel, but 
have no point of contact. The Jew could not say, in any sense, 
'I believe ·in the victim', or 'I have faith in the sacrifice'. The 
Christian, however, could say 'I believe in Jesus Christ', just as he 
could say 'I- believe in God'. He could also say, 'I believe that His 
death is an atonement for sin ', or ' I believe that he came forth from 
God'. HO\v easily m(J"nvw on and ?TL!TTevw ds coalesce, just as the• two 
senses of ?T{(J"nr; run into each other ! 

Whether this be correct or not, we certainly do find that faith in 
Jesus means to Si Paul not only trust and love for Him, but also belief 
in the efficacy of His atoning death. The apostle can say, without any 
feeling of inconsistency, ' Being justified by faith let us have peace with 
God' 2 and 'being justified by His blood we shall be saved '.3 So, by 
a process of association rather than of logic, the objective transaction 
and the subjective state, contrasted in the Old Testament, are united in 
the New. 

(x) The above considerations, taken all together, may help to explain 
why the Christian Church has hitherto failed to reach a definitive 
conception of the Atonement. Theologians have assumed that there 
must be in the pages of the New Testament one authoritative view, 
which has only to be made plain in order to be accepted. If, on the 

1 Rom. iii 25. 2 Rom. v 1. 
8 Rom. v 9· 
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other hand, the New Testament writers present us with three m
consistent views derived from the Hebrew Scriptures; besides the 
mystical views of St Paul and St John, the study of their \Vritings is 
only a stage in the process by which the Church may hope to frame 
a final formula. The next stage must consist in sifting the spiritual 
experience of nineteen Christian centuries. And still there may be 
another stage beyond. 

M. G. GLAZEBROOK. 

Additional Note.-In Exod. xxiv 5 a burnt offering is mentioned 
as well as a peace offering ; from which Canon Goudge (Church 
Quarterly for October 1918) infers that the burnt offering was a 
necessary part of the covenant ceremony. But that is a mistake. 
A burnt sacrifice was offered as a sort of lustration, to purify the people 
for taking part in the sacrifice which was to follow; but it was no part of 
the principal ceremony. The distinction is plain in Lev, i, iv, vii, and 
viii, where the blood of a burnt offering is ordered to be sprinkled on 
or near the altar, not on any person: whereas a covenant was ratified 
by sharing the blood between the altar and the human party. Accord
ingly in Lev. x a burnt offering is first offered for the sins of Aaron 
and his sons, and then 'the ram of consecration ' is sacrificed, and its 
blood sprinkled both on the altar and on the priests. who are thus 
ordained. Similarly on the Day of Atonement there is first a double 
burnt offering and then the sins of the people are laid on the scape
goat. Now in Exod. xxiv Moses sprinkles 'half the. blood' on the 
altar and half on the people. That is the ceremonial of the peace 
offering, which alone was the covenant sacrifice. 


